Abstract. We introduce the notion of a symplectic Lie affgebroid and their Lagrangian submanifolds in order to describe the Lagrangian (Hamiltonian) dynamics on a Lie affgebroid in terms of this type of structures. Several examples are discussed.
Introduction
Recently, there has been a lot of interest in the study of Lie algebroids, which can be thought of as "generalized tangent bundles", since they generalize Lie algebras as well as (regular) integrable distributions. From the Physics point of view, Lie algebroids can be used to give geometric descriptions of Hamiltonian and Lagrangian Mechanics. In [23] , A. Weinstein introduces "Lagrangian systems" on a Lie algebroid E by means of the linear Poisson structure on the dual E * and a Legendre-type map from E to E * , associated to a given Lagrangian function L on E, provided that L is regular. In that paper, he also asks about the possibility to develop a geometric formalism on Lie algebroids similar to Klein's formalism in ordinary Lagrangian Mechanics. An answer for this question was given by Martinez in [12] (see also [13, 19] ), using the notion of prolongation of a Lie algebroid over a mapping [8] . In [21, 22] an interpretation of the Classical Lagrangian and Hamiltonian dynamics as Lagrangian submanifolds of convenient special symplectic manifolds is described. In doing so, one introduces certain canonical isomorphisms which allow to build the so-called Tulczyjew's triple of Classical Mechanics (see [21, 22] ). In [10] , this line of research has been followed. More precisely, the authors introduce the notion of a symplectic Lie algebroid and their Lagrangian submanifolds in order to give an interpretation of Lagrangian and Hamiltonian Mechanics on Lie algebroids in terms of Lagrangian submanifolds of symplectic Lie algebroids. In addition, as an application, the authors recover Lagrange-Poincaré [2] (respectively, Hamilton-Poincaré [1] ) equations associated with a G-invariant Lagrangian (respectively, Hamiltonian) on a principal G-bundle p : Q → M as the Euler-Lagrange (respectively, Hamilton) equations on the Atiyah algebroid T Q/G. On the other hand, in [4, 16] (see also [5, 15, 17] ) a possible generalization of the concept of a Lie algebroid to affine bundles is introduced in order to create a geometric model which provides a natural framework for a time-dependent version of Lagrange (Hamilton) equations on Lie algebroids. These new structures are called Lie affgebroid structures (in the terminology of [4] ). The main aim of this paper is to introduce the notion of a Lagrangian submanifold of a symplectic Lie affgebroid and, then, to use this type of geometric objects to describe the Lagrangian (Hamiltonian) dynamics on Lie affgebroids. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.1 we recall the notion of a Lie algebroid and several constructions related with them, in particular the prolongation L f E of a Lie algebroid τ : E → M over a smooth map f : M ′ → M and the definition of the Lie algebroid structure of an action Lie algebroid. In Section 2.2, we describe the concept of a Lie affgebroid structure on an affine bundle τ A : A → M modelled on a vector bundle τ V : V → M . We remark that if τ A + : A + = Af f (A, R) → M is the dual bundle to A and A = (A + ) * is the bidual, then a Lie affgebroid structure on A is equivalent to a Lie algebroid structure on A such that the distinguished section 1 A of τ A + : A + → M (corresponding to the constant function 1 on A) is a 1-cocycle for the Lie algebroid cohomology. The description of the Hamiltonian dynamics on a Lie affgebroid is presented in Section 3.1 following [14] . This geometric framework allows to write, for a Lie affgebroid τ A : A → M modelled on a vector bundle τ V : V → M , the Hamilton equations associated with a Hamiltonian section h : V * → A + of the canonical projection µ : A + → V * . In doing so, we introduce a cosymplectic structure (Ω h , η) on the prolongation L τ * V A of A over τ * V : V * → M . Then, the integral curves of the Reeb section R h of (Ω h , η) are just the solutions of the Hamilton equations. Alternatively, one may prove that the solutions of the Hamilton equations are just the integral curves of the Hamiltonian vector field (on V * ) of h with respect to the canonical aff-Poisson structure on the line affine bundle µ : A + → V * (see Theorem 3.2). Aff-Poisson structures were introduced in [4] (see also [5] ) as the affine version of standard Poisson structures. On the other hand, in Section 3.2 it is developed the corresponding Lagrangian formalism for a Lagrangian function L : A → R (see [14] ). In this case, we work on the prolongation L τA A of A over τ A . We define the Poincaré-Cartan 2-section Ω L (as a section of the vector bundle ∧ 2 (L τA A) * → A) and the vertical endomorphism S (as a section of L τA A ⊗ (L τA A) * → A). These objects allow us to write the Euler-Lagrange equations for L in an intrinsic way. In the particular case, when L is regular the pair (Ω L , φ 0 ) is a cosymplectic structure on L τA A, φ 0 being a certain 1-cocycle of L τA A, and the integral curves of the Reeb section R L of (Ω L , φ 0 ) are just the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations for L. In Section 3.3 it is stated the equivalence between both formalisms using the Legendre transformation leg L : A → V * , provided that L is hyperregular (that is, leg L : A → V * is a global diffeomorphism). In fact, we may construct a Hamiltonian section h L : V * → A + and we have a Lie algebroid morphism In Section 6, we introduce the notion of a symplectic Lie affgebroid as a Lie affgebroid modelled on a symplectic Lie algebroid (that is, a Lie algebroid τ V : V → M which admits a nondegenerate 2-cocycle). Moreover, we prove that if τ A : A → M is a symplectic Lie affgebroid then its prolongation J A A is also a symplectic Lie affgebroid. The notion of a Lagrangian Lie subaffgebroid of a symplectic Lie affgebroid is introduced, in a natural way, in Section 7. Examples and properties of this type of objects are discussed in this section. In Section 8, using the results of Section 7, we introduce the definition of a Lagrangian submanifold of a symplectic Lie affgebroid. Then, if h : V * → A + is a Hamiltonian section we deduce that S h = R h (V * ) is a Lagrangian submanifold of the symplectic Lie affgebroid ρ * A (T V * ) and, in addition, there exists a bijection between admissible curves in S h and solutions of the Hamilton equations for h. Similarly, given a Lagrangian function L : A → R, we prove that
is a Lagrangian submanifold of ρ * A (T V * ) and that there exists a bijection between admissible curves in S L and solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations for L. When L is hyperregular and h is the corresponding Hamiltonian section, we deduce that S L = S h . Finally, we describe some applications in Section 9. In fact, in Section 9.1, we prove that if the Lie affgebroid A is a Lie algebroid then we recover the results obtained in [10] about the relation between Lagrangian submanifolds and dynamics on Lie algebroids. In addition, in Section 9.2, we apply the results of the paper to the particular case when the Lie affgebroid A is the 1-jet bundle τ 1,0 : J 1 τ → M of local sections of a fibration τ : M → R. As a consequence, we deduce that the classical Euler-Lagrange (Hamilton) equations of time-dependent Mechanics are just the local equations defining Lagrangian submanifolds of a symplectic Lie affgebroid. On the other hand, in Section 9.3, we consider a principal G-bundle p : Q → M such that the base space M is fibred on R, that is, there exists a fibration ν : M → R. Then, if τ = ν •p, we have that the quotient affine bundle τ 1,0 |G : J 1 τ /G → M admits a Lie affgebroid structure in such way that the bidual Lie algebroid is just the Atiyah algebroid π Q |G : T Q/G → M associated with the principal G-bundle p : Q → M (see [16] ). For this reason, the affine bundle τ 1,0 |G : J 1 τ /G → M is called an Atiyah affgebroid. We obtain that, in this case, the solutions of the EulerLagrange (Hamilton) equations for a Lagrangian (resp., a Hamiltonian section) are the solutions of the classical nonautonomous Lagrange-Poincaré (resp. Hamilton-Poincaré) equations for the corresponding G-invariant Lagrangian (resp. G-invariant Hamiltonian section). Moreover, all these equations are reinterpreted as those defining the corresponding Lagrangian submanifolds of an Atiyah symplectic Lie affgebroid. Manifolds are real, paracompact and C ∞ . Maps are C ∞ . Sum over crossed repeated indices is understood. [11] ). In such a case, the anchor map ρ : Γ(τ ) → X(M ) is a homomorphism between the Lie algebras (
Lie algebroids and
is a Lie algebroid, one may define a cohomology operator, which is called the differential of
for µ ∈ Γ(∧ k τ * ) and X 0 , . . . , X k ∈ Γ(τ ). Moreover, if X ∈ Γ(τ ) one may introduce, in a natural way, the Lie derivate with respect to X, as the operator 
is called the prolongation of the Lie algebroid E over the map f (for more details, see [8, 10] ). Next, we consider a particular case of the above construction. Let E be a Lie algebroid over a manifold M with vector bundle projection τ : E → M and L τ * E be the prolongation of E over the projection τ
τ * E is a Lie algebroid over E * and we can define a canonical section λ E of the vector bundle (L
λ E is called the Liouville section associated with the Lie algebroid E. Now, one may consider the nondegenerate section 
where X F and X G are the Hamiltonian sections associated with F and G, that is,
Suppose that (x i ) are local coordinates on an open subset U of M and that {e α } is a local basis of sections of the vector bundle τ
Then, {ẽ α ,ē α } is a local basis of sections of the vector bundle (τ
* is the vector bundle projection and
Here, (x i , y α ) are the local coordinates on E * induced by the local coordinates (x i ) and the dual basis {e α } of {e α }. Moreover, we have that
(for more details, see [10, 13] ).
Action Lie algebroids.
In this section, we will recall the definition of the Lie algebroid structure of an action Lie algebroid (see [8, 10] ).
, ρ) be a Lie algebroid over a manifold M and f : M ′ → M be a smooth map. Then, the pull-back of E over f ,
}, is a vector bundle over M ′ whose vector bundle projection is the restriction to f * E of the first canonical projection
is an action of E on f , that is, Ψ is a R-linear map which satisfies the following conditions 
The resultant Lie algebroid is denoted by E ⋉ f and we call it an action Lie algebroid. Next, we will apply the above construction to a particular case. First of all, we recall that there is a one-to-one correspondence between linear functions on a vector bundle E and sections of E * . In this paper, we don't distinguish between a section of E * and its associated linear function on E. Let (E, [[·, ·]], ρ) be a Lie algebroid with vector bundle projection τ : E → M and X be a section of τ : E → M . Then, we define the vertical lift of X as the vector field on E given by
) is the canonical vector space isomorphism. In addition, there exists a unique vector field X c on E, the complete lift of X, which satisfies the following conditions: i) X c is τ -projectable on ρ(X) and ii) X c (α) = L E X α, for all α : E → R section of E * (for more details, see [6, 7, 10] ). On the other hand, it is well-known (see, for instance, [3] ) that the tangent bundle to E, T E, is a vector bundle over T M with vector bundle projection the tangent map to τ , T τ : T E → T M . Moreover, the tangent map to X, T X : T M → T E, is a section of the vector bundle T τ : T E → T M . We may also consider the sectionX :
If {e α } is a local basis of Γ(τ ) then {T e α , e α } is a local basis of Γ(T τ ). The vector bundle T τ : T E → T M admits a Lie algebroid structure with anchor map ρ T given by [
for X, Y ∈ Γ(τ ) (see [10, 18] ). Furthermore, there exists a unique action Ψ :
T ) over the anchor map ρ : E → T M such that Ψ(T X) = X c and Ψ(X) = X v , for X ∈ Γ(τ ) (see [10] ). Thus, the vector bundle ρ * (T E) is a Lie algebroid with Lie algebroid structure
, which is characterized as in (2.5).
2.2. Lie affgebroids. Let τ A : A → M be an affine bundle with associated vector bundle τ V : V → M . Denote by τ A + : A + = Af f (A, R) → M the dual bundle whose fibre over x ∈ M consists of affine functions on the fibre A x . Note that this bundle has a distinguished section 1 A ∈ Γ(τ A + ) corresponding to the constant function 1 on A. We also consider the bidual bundle τ A : A → M whose fibre at x ∈ M is the vector space
* . Then, A may be identified with an affine subbundle of A via the inclusion i A : A → A given by i A (a)(ϕ) = ϕ(a), which is injective affine map whose associated linear map is denoted by i V : V → A. Thus, V may be identified with a vector subbundle of A. Using these facts, one can prove that there is a one-to-one correspondence between affine functions on A and linear functions on A. On the other hand, there is an obvious one-to-one correspondence between affine functions on A and sections of A + . A Lie affgebroid structure on A consists of a Lie algebra structure
of the sections of A on Γ(τ V ) and an affine map ρ A : A → T M , the anchor map, satisfying the following conditions: A 1 A = 0. Indeed, if X 0 ∈ Γ(τ A ) then for every section X of A there exists a function f ∈ C ∞ (M ) and a sectionX ∈ Γ(τ V ) such that X = f X 0 +X and (2.8) 
A trivial example of a Lie affgebroid may be constructed as follows. Let τ : M → R be a fibration and τ 1,0 : J 1 τ → M be the 1-jet bundle of local sections of τ : M → R. It is well known that τ 1,0 : J 1 τ → M is an affine bundle modelled on the vector bundle π = (π M ) |V τ : V τ → M , where V τ is the vertical bundle of τ : M → R. Moreover, if t is the usual coordinate on R and η is the closed 1-form on M given by η = τ * (dt) then we have the following identification
(see, for instance, [20] ). Note that V τ = {v ∈ T M/η(v) = 0}. Thus, the bidual bundle J 1 τ to the affine bundle τ 1,0 : J 1 τ → M may be identified with the tangent bundle T M to M and, under this identification, the Lie algebroid structure on π M : T M → M is the standard Lie algebroid structure and the 1-cocycle 1 
defines a morphism between the vector bundles A and A ′ over f and, moreover, ( F , f )
′ are vector bundles and that φ and φ ′ are sections of the vector bundles τ *
for all x ∈ M , and φ ′ (x ′ ) = 0, for all x ′ ∈ M ′ . Assume also that the pair ( F , f ) is a morphism between the vector bundles τ U :
Thus, the pair (F, f ) is a morphism between the affine bundles
) is said to be a Lie affgebroid morphism if:
Now, using (2.8), one may deduce the following result. Finally, using (2.9), one may prove
3. Hamiltonian and Lagrangian formalism on Lie affgebroids 3.1. The Hamiltonian formalism. In this section, we will develop a geometric framework, which allows to write the Hamilton equations associated with a Hamiltonian section on a Lie affgebroid (see [14] ).
coordinates on an open subset U of M and {e 0 , e α } be a local basis of sections of the vector bundle τ
Denote by (x i , y 0 , y α ) the corresponding local coordinates on A and by (x i , y 0 , y α ) the dual coordinates on the dual vector bundle τ A + : A + → M to A. Then, (x i , y α ) are local coordinates on V * and {ẽ 0 ,ẽ α ,ē α } is a local basis of sections of the vector bundle τ
Using this local basis one may introduce local coordinates (
x is the linear map associated with the affine map ϕ and h : V * → A + be a Hamiltonian section of µ. Now, we consider the Lie algebroid prolongation L τ A + A of the Lie algebroid A over τ A + :
It is easy to prove that the pair (Lh, h) is a Lie algebroid morphism between the Lie algebroids τ
Next, denote by λ h and Ω h the sections of the vector bundles (L
where λ A and Ω A are the Liouville section and the canonical symplectic section, respectively, associated with the Lie algebroid A.
deduce that η is a 1-cocycle of the Lie algebroid τ
Suppose that h(x i , y α ) = (x i , −H(x j , y β ), y α ) and that {ẽ 0 ,ẽ α ,ē α } is the dual basis of {ẽ 0 ,ẽ α , e α }. Then η =ẽ 0 and, from (2.3), (3.1) and the definition of the map Lh, it follows that
Thus, it is easy to prove that the pair (Ω h , η) is a cosymplectic structure on the Lie algebroid τ 
V A the canonical inclusion. Then, using (2.1), (3.1), (3.2) and the fact that µ • h = Id, we obtain that
Thus, since (i V , Id) is a Lie algebroid morphism, we also deduce that
) be the Reeb section of the cosymplectic structure (Ω h , η) characterized by the following conditions (3.6) i R h Ω h = 0 and i R h η = 1.
With respect to the basis {ẽ 0 ,ẽ α ,ē α } of Γ(τ
), R h is locally expressed as follows:
Thus, the vector field ρ
and the integral curves of R h (i.e., the integral curves of ρ
(R h )) are just the solutions of the Hamilton equations for h,
for i ∈ {1, . . . , m} and α ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Next, we will present an alternative approach in order to obtain the Hamilton equations. For this purpose, we will use the notion of an aff-Poisson structure on an AV-bundle which was introduced in [4] (see also [5] ). Let τ Z : Z → M be an affine bundle of rank 1 modelled on the trivial vector bundle τ M×R :
is an AV-bundle in the terminology of [5] . Then, we have an action of R on the fibers of Z. This action induces a vector field X Z on Z which is vertical respect to the projection τ Z : Z → M . On the other hand, there exists a one-to-one correspondence between the space of sections of
, and the set
In fact, if h ∈ Γ(τ Z ) and (x i , s) are local fibred coordinates on Z such that X Z = ∂ ∂s then h may be considered as a local function H on M ,
, and the function F h on Z is locally given by
(for more details, see [5] ). Now, an aff-Poisson structure on the affine bundle τ Z : Z → M is a bi-affine map
which satisfies the following properties:
ii) Jacobi identity:
where {·, ·} 2 V is the affine-linear part of the bi-affine bracket.
is an affine derivation.
Condition iii) implies that the linear part {h, ·} V :
defines a vector field on M , which is called the Hamiltonian vector field of h (see [5] ). In [5] , the authors proved that there is a one-to-one correspondence between aff-Poisson brackets {·, ·} on τ Z : Z → M and Poisson brackets {·, ·} Π on Z which are X Z -invariant, i.e., which are associated with Poisson 2-vectors Π on Z such that L XZ Π = 0. This correspondence is determined by
Note that the function
Using this correspondence we will prove the following result. 
is a Hamiltonian section (that is, h ∈ Γ(µ)) then the Hamiltonian vector field of h with respect to the aff-Poisson structure is a vector field on V
* whose integral curves are just the solutions of the Hamilton equations for h.
Proof. i) It is clear that
, with x ∈ M , and t ∈ R then a
Thus, the µ-vertical vector field X A + on A + is just the vertical lift 1 V A of the section 1 A ∈ Γ(τ A + ). Moreover, one may consider the Lie algebroid τ A : A = (A + ) * → M and the corresponding linear Poisson 2-vector Π A + on A + . Then, using the fact that 1 A is a 1-cocycle of τ A : A = (A + ) * → M , it follows that the Poisson 2-vector Π A + is X A + -invariant. Therefore, Π A + induces an aff-Poisson structure {·, ·} on µ : A + → V * which is characterized by the condition
One may also prove this first part of the theorem using the relation between special Lie affgebroid structures on an affine bundle A ′ and aff-Poisson structures on the AV-bundle
. ii) From (3.10) and (3.11), we deduce that the linear map {h, ·} V :
Now, suppose that the local expression of h is
On the other hand, using (2.4), we have that (3.14)
Thus, from (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14), we conclude that the Hamiltonian vector field of h is locally given by
which proves our result (see (3.8)).
The Lagrangian formalism.
In this section, we will develop a geometric framework, which allows to write the Euler-Lagrange equations associated with a Lagrangian function L on a Lie affgebroid A in an intrinsic way (see [16] ).
If (x i ) are local coordinates on an open subset U of M and {e 0 , e α } is a local basis of sections of the vector bundle τ 
0 is globally defined and it is a 1-cocycle. We will denote by φ 0 the 1-cocycleT 0 . Thus, we have that
One may also consider the vertical endomorphism S :
, for all t ∈ I , i A : A → A being the canonical inclusion. Thus, if γ(t) = (x i (t), y α (t)), for all t ∈ I, then γ is an admissible curve if and only if
if the integral curves of ξ, that is, the integral curves of the vector field ρ τA A (ξ), are admissible.
) is a SODE then ξ =T 0 + y αT α + ξ αṼ α , where ξ α are arbitrary local functions on A, and
On the other hand, let L : A → R be a Lagrangian function. Then, we introduce the Poincaré-
From (3.16), (3.18) and (3.19), we obtain that
where
is an arbitrary SODE. Now, a curve γ :
solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations associated with L if and only if γ is admissible and i
) then γ is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations if and only if
The Lagrangian L is regular if and only if the matrix ( 
where (W αβ ) is the inverse matrix of (W αβ ). 
The map Leg L is well-defined and its local expression in fibred coordinates on A and A + is
Thus, we can define the Legendre transformation associated with L, leg L :
) as in Section 2.1.1) and denote by (
are local coordinates on L τ V * A as in Section 3.1. Then, using (3.23), (3.24) and (3.25), we deduce that the local expression of the maps LLeg L and Lleg L is
Thus, using (2.3), (3.20) , (3.25) and (3.26), we can prove the following result.
and Ω L (respectively, λ A and Ω A ) are the Poincaré-Cartan 1-section and 2-section associated with L (respectively, the Liouville 1-section and the canonical symplectic section associated with A) then 
). Using (3.1), (3.27), (3.28), (3.29) and Theorem 3.3, we deduce that Now, we will analyze the local expression of the transformation leg
Moreover, if γ : I → A is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations associated with L, then
. Then, from (3.23) and (3.29), it follows that
Thus, we obtain that
and, using (3.24) and (3.31), we deduce that ∂H L ∂y α = y α . Therefore, we conclude that
Note that, since leg
Next, we will introduce the notion of a hyperregular Hamiltonian section and we will prove that given a hyperregular Hamiltonian section h :
Using the function H R we may define the map (Fh) R : V * → V as follows
Now, we introduce the map Fh : V * → A given by
If the local expressions of h and R are
then, from (3.33), (3.34) and (3.35), we obtain that
Thus, the map Fh doesn't depend on the chosen section R.
The Hamiltonian section h is said to be regular if the map Fh : V * → A is a local diffeormorphism or equivalently if the matrix ∂ 2 H ∂y α ∂y β is regular. h is said to be hyperregular if
In fact, from (3.32) and (3.38), it follows that Fh L is a diffeomorphism and
L . Now, we will prove that the converse is also true. 
Proof. We define the Lagrangian function
The function L doesn't depend on the chosen section R. In fact, if (Fh)
) then, using (3.36) and (3.38), we have that 
The canonical involution associated with a Lie affgebroid
A , ρ A ) the Lie algebroid structure on the bidual bundle τ A : A → M to A and by 1 A : A → R the distinguished 1-cocycle on A. We consider the subset J A A of the product manifold A × T A defined by
Next, we will see that J A A admits two Lie affgebroid structures. We will also see that these Lie affgebroid structures are isomorphic under the so-called canonical involution associated with A. i) The first structure: ) given by (3.17) . Using (3.17) and the fact that (
Moreover, we have that
We will denote by (
), we conclude that J
A A is an affine bundle over A with affine bundle projection τ
and, moreover, the affine bundle τ τA A : J A A → A admits a Lie affgebroid structure in such a way that the bidual Lie algebroid to τ
). Finally, using (4.2), it follows that the Lie affgebroid τ
Then, it is easy to prove that the pair ((Id,
. ♦
ii) The second structure: As we know, the tangent bundle to A, T A, is a Lie algebroid over T M with vector bundle projection T τ A : T A → T M . Now, we consider the subset
0 is the total space of a vector subbundle of T τ A : T A → T M . More precisely, suppose thatX ∈ Γ(τ A ) and denote by TX : T M → T A the tangent map toX and byX : T M → T A the section of T τ A : T A → T M defined by (2.6). Then, using (4.3), we deduce the following facts:
In fact, if {e 0 , e α } is a local basis of Γ(τ A ) adapted to 1 A , then {T e 0 , T e α ,ê α } is a local basis of Γ((T τ A ) |d0(1A) 0 ). Consequently, the canonical inclusion i : T A on Γ(T τ A ) restricts to a Lie bracket on the space Γ((T τ A ) |d0(1A) 0 ). Therefore, we have proved the following result.
Proposition 4.2. The vector bundle
(T τ A ) |d0(1A) 0 : d 0 (1 A ) 0 → T M
is a Lie algebroid and the canonical inclusion
Next, we consider the pull-back of the vector bundle (
) is a vector bundle over A with vector bundle projection
On the other hand, we will denote by (i A , i) :
We recall that the vector bundle ρ * A (T A) → A is an action Lie algebroid (see Section 2.1.2). Furthermore, we have 
Consequently, the pair ((i A , i), i A ) is a monomorphism between the Lie algebroids ρ *
On the other hand, ifX ∈ Γ(τ A ) then, from (2.6) and (4.4),we obtain that
Thus, using (4.5), (4.6) and the fact that 1 A is a 1-cocycle of ( A, [[·, ·]] A , ρ A ), we conclude that ϕ 0 is a 1-cocycle of the Lie algebroid ρ *
Now, from (4.4), it follows that
Therefore, we deduce that J A A is an affine bundle over A with affine bundle projection pr 1 : J A A → A defined by pr 1 (a, v) = a and, moreover, the affine bundle pr 1 : J A A → A admits a Lie affgebroid structure in such a way that the bidual Lie algebroid to pr 1 :
). On the other hand, using (4.4), we obtain that
Consequently, the affine bundle pr 1 : J A A → A is modelled on the vector bundle pr 1 : 
for f ∈ C ∞ (M ) and θ : A → R ∈ Γ(τ A + ) (see [10] ). Thus, one may define the map σ A :
σ A is an isomorphism (over the identity Id :
T Ψ ) and, moreover, σ 
Proof. Suppose that b is a point of A and that
. Then, from (4.8) and (4.9), it follows that
then, using again (4.8) and (4.9), we de-
Thus, since σ A is an involution, we conclude that the restriction
On the other hand, as we know, L τA A (respectively, ρ *
is also a Lie algebroid isomorphism. Now, denote by φ 0 (respectively, ϕ 0 ) the 1-cocycle of the Lie algebroid τ 
, we prove the result. 
This local basis induces a system of local coordinates (
Here, C On the other hand, the local equations defining the affine subbundle
may be considered as local coordinates on J A A. Using these coordinates, we deduce that the local expression of σ A :
Finally, the local equations defining the vector subbundles L τA V and ρ *
may be considered as local coordinates on L τA V and ρ * A (T V ). Using these coordinates, we obtain that the local expression of σ 
Tulczyjew's triple associated with a Lie affgebroid and a Hamiltonian section
(T V * ) as in Section 3.1. Then, the local equations defining the affine subbundle ρ *
* are z 0 = 1 and z 0 = 0, respectively. Thus, (x i , y α ; z α , v α ) may be considered as a system of local coordinates on ρ * A (T V * ) and L τ * V V . Next, we will introduce the so-called Tulczyjew's triple associated with the Lie affgebroid A and a Hamiltonian section. For this purpose, we will proceed in two steps. First step: In this first step, we will introduce a canonical isomorphism
over the identity of A, between the vector bundles ρ
and we may consider the map T ·, · : ρ *
where t is the usual coordinate on R. The local expression of the map T ·, · is
Thus, T ·, · is also a non-singular pairing and it induces an isomorphism (over the identity of A) between the vector bundles ρ * A (T V ) → A and ρ * A (T V * ) * → A which we also denote by
Next, we consider the isomorphism of vector bundles A *
being the linear part of the canonical involution associated with the Lie affgebroid A (see Section 4). Then, the isomorphism
A A : ρ * A (T V * ) → (L τA V ) * is just the dual map to A * A : L τA V → ρ * A (T V * ) * .
From (4.10), (5.1) and (5.2), it follows that
and therefore
Second step: Let τ A + : A + → M be the dual vector bundle to the affine bundle τ A : A → M , µ : A + → V * be the canonical projection and h : V * → A + be a Hamiltonian section, that is, h is a section of µ : A + → V * . Denote by (Ω h , η) the cosymplectic structure on L τ * V A given by (3.1) and (3.2). Then, a direct computation, using (3.2), proves that
Thus, ρ * A (T V * ) is an affine bundle over V * with affine bundle projection π V * : ρ *
defined by π V * (a, X) = π V * (X) and, furthermore, this affine bundle admits a Lie affgebroid structure in such a way that the bidual Lie algebroid is τ
In addition, the Lie
In this step, we will introduce an affine isomorphism
* be the canonical isomorphism over the identity of V * induced by the canonical symplectic section Ω V associated with the Lie algebroid τ V :
Then, using (3.5), (5.4) and (5.5), it follows that ♭ Ω h is an affine isomorphism over the identity of V * and the corresponding linear isomorphism between the vector bundles τ 
In conclusion, we have the following commutative diagram
A + + V * (τ τA V ) * π V * (τ τ * V V ) * Q Q Q Q Q Q s pr 1 Q Q Q Q Q Q s (L τA V ) * A A ♭ Ω h ρ * A (T V * ) -(L τ * V V ) *
This diagram will be called Tulczyjew's triple associated with the Lie affgebroid A and the
A direct computation proves that : ) (see [10, 12] ). 
Next, denote by i
. Moreover, using the properties of the complete and vertical lifts (see [10, 12] ), we deduce that 
we may consider the section α v of the vector bundle
Furthermore, we have that (
Now, we define the complete lift of α as follows.
Proposition 6.1. If α is a section of the vector bundle
Proof. Using (6.2), (6.5), (6.6), (6.7) and proceeding as in the proof of Proposition 6.3 in [10] , we deduce the result.
The section α c of the vector bundle
c } is the dual basis to the local basis
Next, we will introduce the notion of a symplectic Lie affgebroid. (i) For all x ∈ M , the 2-form Ω(x) : V x ×V x → R on the vector space V x is non-degenerate and (ii) Ω is a 2-cocycle, i.e., d
V Ω = 0.
Examples 6.4. (i) Let τ : M → R be a fibration. Then, as we know (see Section 2.2), the 1-jet bundle τ 1,0 : J 1 τ → M is a Lie affgebroid modelled on the Lie algebroid (π M ) |V τ : V τ → M . Now, suppose that M has odd dimension 2n + 1 and that (Ω, η) is a cosymplectic structure on M , with η = τ * (dt), t being the usual coordinate on R. This means that Ω is a closed 2-form and that η ∧ Ω n = η ∧ Ω ∧ . . . (n · · · ∧ Ω is a volume element on M . Thus, it is easy to prove that the restriction to V τ of Ω is a symplectic section of (π M ) |V τ : V τ → M and, therefore, the Lie affgebroid τ 1,0 : 
Moreover, the Lie affgebroid π V * : ρ *
Now, we will see that the prolongation of a symplectic Lie affgebroid over the affine bundle projection is also a symplectic Lie affgebroid. We recall that if τ A : A → M is a Lie affgebroid modelled on the Lie algebroid τ V : V → M then the prolongation 
Proof. Using (6.8) and proceeding as in the proof of the Theorem 6.5 in [10] , we deduce the result. 
is the dual basis of {ẽ 
In addition, using (2.3) and (6.8), we deduce that the local expression of the complete lifts λ c V
and Ω c V are
Lagrangian Lie subaffgebroids in symplectic Lie affgebroids
First of all, we will introduce the notion of a Lie subaffgebroid of a Lie affgebroid. 
Using the definition of the anchor map of the Lie algebroid τ 
It is easy to prove that the pair ((Id,
τA A. Then, using the above facts, we conclude that
is a Lie algebroid morphism.
On the other hand, as we know (see Section 5), the affine bundle π V * : ρ * A (T V * ) → V * is a Lie affgebroid and the bidual bundle to π V * : ρ * A (T V * ) → V * may be identified with the Lie (3.17) . Note that
Consequently, the pair (((Id, T ( π V * •X)), TX),X) defines a Lie subaffgebroid of the Lie affge-
Next, we will introduce the notion of a Lagrangian Lie subaffgebroid of a symplectic Lie affgebroid. 
a Lie subaffgebroid. Then, the Lie subaffgebroid is said to be Lagrangian if
In other words, we have that: 
Now, let τ
and, in addition, we will obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for such a Lie subaffgebroid to be Lagrangian. For this purpose, we will introduce the operator
and, thus,
Remark 7.4. The canonical inclusion i V : V → A is a Lie algebroid monomorphism over the identity of M (see (2.9)) and, moreover, one may chooseα ∈ Γ(∧ k τ A + ) such that α = i * Vα . Then, from (2.9) and (7.1), we deduce that 
) |A ) • X, and thus, using (6.3) and (6.4), we deduce that
where 
Therefore, using (6.1), it follows that
and
Consequently, taking into account that the rank of V is 1 2 rank(L τA V ), we deduce the result.
In the particular case when the symplectic section Ω is a 1-coboundary, we obtain the following corollary.
in Examples 7.2 i) is Lagrangian if and only if the section
. Thus, using this fact and Proposition 7.5, we deduce the result. 
A. Then,X allows us to define the Lie subaffgebroid of ((
) considered in Examples 7.2 ii). Next, we will obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for such a Lie subaffgebroid to be Lagrangian. For this purpose, we will introduce a section of (L τA V ) * → A as follows.
* be the canonical isomorphism, over the identity of A, between the vector bundles ρ *
3)) and αX be the section of (L τA V ) * → A given by
Then, we have the following result.
Proposition 7.7. Let τ A : A → M be a Lie affgebroid modelled on the Lie algebroid τ V :
in Examples 7.2 ii) is Lagrangian if and only if αX is a 1-cocycle of the
Proof. Let (ΨX ,X) be the monomorphism between the Lie algebroids τ
2 ii). Suppose that (x i ) are local coordinates on M and that {e 0 , e α } is a local basis of Γ(τÃ) adapted to 1 A . Denote by (x i , y α ) (respectively, (x i , y α ; z α , v α )) the corresponding coordinates on A (respectively, ρ * A (T V * )) and by {T α ,Ṽ α } the corresponding local basis of Γ(τ τA V ) (see (3.15) ). If the local expression ofX :
then, using (3.15) and (6.9), we deduce that Thus, if λ V is the Liouville section of L τ * V V then, from (6.10) and (7.5), we obtain that
{T α ,Ṽ α } being the dual basis of {T α ,Ṽ α }. Therefore, using (5.3), (7.3) and (7.4), it follows that
V (see Proposition 6.1), we have that
Consequently, using (7.6) and the fact that rank(
, we deduce the result.
Lagrangian submanifolds, Tulczyjew's triple and Euler-Lagrange
(Hamilton) equations 
the submanifold S is said to be Lagrangian if the corresponding Lie subaffgebroid
Now, we have the following result. 
Denote by S the submanifold
Lagrangian submanifold of the symplectic Lie affgebroid
) be the morphism defined as in Examples 7.2 ii). Then, it is easy to prove that
Thus, using Proposition 7.7, we deduce that S is Lagrangian if and only if αX is a 1-cocycle. Now, let (τ A : A → M, τ V : V → M ) be a Lie affgebroid and h : V * → A + be a Hamiltonian section, that is, h is a section of µ : A + → V * . Then, we can consider the cosymplectic
given by (3.1) and (3.2) and the Reeb section R h ∈ Γ(τ
Thus, using (3.4), (7.2), (8.1) and Corollary 8.2, we deduce that
. On the other hand, it is clear that there exists a bijective correspondence Ψ h between the set of curves in S h and the set of curves in V * . In fact, if c :
is said to be admissible if the curve γ 2 : I → T V * is a tangent lift, that is, γ 2 (t) =ċ(t), where c : I → V * is the curve in V * given by π V * •γ 2 , π V * : T V * → V * being the canonical projection. 
) is an admissible curve in S h . Then, γ 2 (t) =ċ(t), for all t, where c : I → V * is the curve in V * given by c = π V * • γ 2 .
Now, since R h is a section of the vector bundle τ
that is, c = Ψ h (γ). Thus, from (8.2), we obtain that ρ
is an integral curve of the vector field ρ (R h ) or, equivalently,
Then, γ = R h • c is a curve in S h and, from (8.3), we deduce that γ is admissible.
Next, suppose that L : A → R is a Lagrangian function. Then, from Corollary 8.3, we obtain that
is a Lagrangian submanifold of the symplectic Lie affgebroid
On the other hand, we have a bijective correspondence Ψ L between the set of curves in S L and the set of curves in A. In fact, if γ : I → S L is a curve in S L then there exists a unique curve c :
A is the canonical projection on the first factor and (τ τA V )
* : (L τA V ) * → A is the vector bundle projection. Thus,
is said to be admissible if the curve γ 2 : I → T V * is a tangent lift, that is, γ 2 (t) =ċ * (t), where Proof. Suppose that (x i ) are local coordinates on M and that {e 0 , e α } is a local basis of Γ(τÃ) adapted to 1 A . Denote by (x i , y α ) (respectively, (x i , y α ) and (x i , y α ; z α , v α )) the corresponding coordinates on A (respectively, V * and ρ * A (T V * )). Then, using (5.3), it follows that the submanifold S L is characterized by the following equations
and denote by c * : I → V * the curve in V * satisfying (8.5) γ 2 (t) =ċ * (t), for all t,
i.e.,
If the local expressions of γ and c are
then we have that
Moreover, from (8.5) and (8.6), we deduce that
Thus,
Therefore, using (8.4), (8.7), (8.8) , (8.9 ) and the fact that ρ A (c(t)) = (T τ * V )(γ 2 (t)), it follows that dx 
and denote by c * :
, for all α, and the local expressions of c * and γ 2 are
Thus, using (8.4) and the fact that c is a solution of the Euler-Lagrange equations for L, we deduce that γ 2 (t) =ċ * (t), for all t, which implies that γ is admissible. 
i V : V → A being the canonical inclusion. We have that (i V , Id) is a Lie algebroid morphism over the identity of A. Furthermore, if φ 0 is the section of the dual bundle to L τA A defined by (3.17) , it follows that the pair (Ω L , φ 0 ) is a cosymplectic structure on L τA A (see (3.20) ) and it is easy to prove that (i V , Id) * φ 0 = 0. This implies that (i V , Id) * Ω L is a symplectic section of the Lie algebroid τ τA V : L τA V → A and, thus, the Lie affgebroid (τ
. Therefore, from (7.2) and Corollary 8.2, we deduce that S RL = R L (A) is a Lagrangian submanifold of the symplectic Lie affgebroid J A A. On the other hand, it is clear that there exists a bijective correspondence Ψ SR L between the set of curves in S RL and the set of curves in A.
is said to be admissible if the curve γ 2 : I → T A is a tangent lift, that is, γ 2 (t) =ċ(t), for all t, where c : I → A the curve in A defined by c = π A • γ 2 , π A : T A → A being the canonical projection. Proof. Let γ : I → S RL ⊆ J A A ⊆ A × T A be an admissible curve in S RL , γ(t) = (γ 1 (t), γ 2 (t)), for all t. Then, γ 2 (t) =ċ(t), for all t, where c : I → A is the curve in A given by c = π A • γ 2 . Now, since R L is a section of the vector bundle τ Then, γ = R L • c is a curve in S RL and, from (8.10), we deduce that γ is admissible.
If L : A → R is hyperregular then the Legendre transformation leg L : A → V * associated with L is a global diffeomorphism. So, we may consider the Hamiltonian section h L :
L , Leg L : A → A + being the extended Legendre transformation, and the Reeb section R L (respectively, R hL ) of the cosymplectic structure (Ω L , φ 0 ) (respectively,
Thus, we have:
• The Lagrangian submanifolds S L and S hL of the symplectic Lie affgebroid ρ * 
Proof. Using (3.30), we obtain that
Now, suppose that (x i ) are local coordinates in M and that {e 0 , e α } is a local basis of Γ(τÃ) adapted to 1 A . Denote by (x i , y α ) the corresponding coordinates on A and by (
. Then, from (3.22), (3.27) and (5.3), we deduce that
On the other hand, using (3.30), we obtain that (8.11) holds.
9. Applications 9.1. The particular case of a Lie algebroid. In this first example, we will show that when we consider a Lie algebroid as a Lie affgebroid and we apply the results obtained in this paper, we recover the constructions made in [10] . Let (E, [[·, ·]], ρ) be a Lie algebroid on M with vector bundle projection τ E : E → M. In this case, τ E : E → M can be considered as an affine bundle with associated vector bundle τ E : E → M. Then, its dual bundle E + is E * × R and therefore, its bidual bundle E is just E × R. Moreover, we can identify the distinguished section 1
On the other hand, a local basis {e 0 , e α } of sections of E = E × R adapted to the 1-cocycle 1 E = (0, 1) can be constructed as follows
where {e ′ α } is a local basis of sections of E. Now, suppose that (x i ) are local coordinates on an open subset U of M . Denote by (x i , y α , y 0 ) the local coordinates on E = E × R induced by {e 0 , e α }. The local equation defining E as affine subbundle (respectively, as vector subbundle) of E is y 0 = 1 (respectively, y 0 = 0). Thus, (x i , y α ) may be considered as local coordinates on E.
In such a case, the local expressions of the Lie bracket and the anchor map on E = E × R are the following:
On the other hand, the prolongation, L τ * E E, of the bidual Lie algebroid E over the dual projection of the vector bundle τ E : E → M is just the product vector bundle L
So, the space of sections of L τ * E E can be identified with Γ(τ
. Since the map µ : E + = E * × R → E * is the canonical projection on the first factor, a Hamiltonian section h : E * → E * ×R may be identified with a Hamiltonian function H : E * → R is such a way that h(β) = (β, −H(β)), for β ∈ E * . Moreover, the cosymplectic structure (Ω h , η) on the Lie algebroid L τ * E E can be expressed in terms of the canonical symplectic section of L τ * E E, Ω E , and the section (0, 1) ∈ Γ(τ
Thus, the local expression of the Reeb section of (
ξ H being the unique section of Γ(τ
Therefore, one deduces that the Hamilton equations associated with h on E (as a Lie affgebroid) are just the Hamilton equations associated with H considering on E the structure of Lie algebroid (see Section 3.3 in [10] ). Now, let L : E → R be a Lagrangian function. Then, if we write the Euler-Lagrange equations associated with L (see (3.21)), we obtain the Euler-Lagrange equations associated with L considering E as a Lie algebroid (see (2.40) in [10] ). On the other hand, if the Lagrangian function L is hyperregular, we can consider the corresponding Hamiltonian section h L :
L , where E L : E → R is the Lagrangian energy associated with L (for the definition of E L , see [10] ). Thus, H L is the Hamiltonian function associated with L considered in [10] . Next, we are going to describe the Tulczyjew' triple associated with E (as a Lie affgebroid) and the Hamilton section h : E * → E * × R:
Note that the space J E E is the prolongation L τE E of E over τ E : E → M . Moreover, the canonical involution σ E : J E E → J E E associated with the Lie affgebroid E is just the canonical involution associated with the Lie algebroid E which was introduced in [10] (see Section 4 in [10] ). Thus, it is easy to prove that the map A E : ρ *
coincides with the isomorphism of vector bundles also introduced in [10] (see Section 5 in [10] ). On the other hand, let ♭ E * :
* → E * induced by the symplectic section Ω E . Then, one can check that (see (9.1))
Finally, we will analyze the Lagrangian submanifolds which describe the dynamics on the Lie affgebroid E.
the Lagrangian submanifold of the symplectic Lie algebroid π E * : L τ * E E → E * which was considered in [10] in order to describe the Lagrangian dynamics (see Section 8 in [10] ). On the other hand, suppose that h : E * → E + = E * × R is a Hamiltonian section and that H : E * → R is the corresponding Hamiltonian function. Then, the vector bundle π E * : .2)). Therefore, S h = R h (E * ) may be identified with the Lagrangian submanifold S H = ξ H (E * ) of the symplectic Lie algebroid π E * : L τ * E E → E * associated with the Hamiltonian function H. This submanifold was considered in [10] in order to describe the Hamiltonian dynamics. 
). Then, one may introduce an isomorphism F (over the identity of V * τ ) between the Lie affgebroids (π * 1 ) 1,0 : J 1 π (T ψ(t) π * )(ψ(t)) and we define F (j 1 t ψ) = (z, (T ψ(t) π * )(ψ(t))).
On the other hand, since the anchor map of π M : T M → M is the identity of T M , it follows that the Lie algebroids π π * M : L π * (T M ) → V * τ and π V * τ : T (V * τ ) → V * τ are isomorphic. Note that if (t, q i , p i ;ṫ,q i ,ṗ i ) are the local coordinates on T (V * τ ) induced by (t, q i , p i ) then the local equation defining J 1 π * 1 as an affine subbundle of π V * τ : T (V * τ ) → V * τ isṫ = 1. Therefore, (t, q i , p i ;q i ,ṗ i ) is a system of local coordinates on J 1 π * 1 . Next, let h be a Hamiltonian section, that is, h : V * τ → (J 1 τ ) + ∼ = T * M is a section of the canonical projection of µ : (J 1 τ ) + ∼ = T * M → V * τ . h is locally given by h(t, q i , p i ) = (t, q i , −H(t, q j , p j ), p i ).
Moreover, the cosymplectic structure (Ω h , η) on the Lie algebroid π
* τ is, in this case, the standard cosymplectic structure (Ω h , η) on the manifold V * τ locally given by Ω h = dq i ∧ dp i + ∂H ∂q i dq i ∧ dt + ∂H ∂p i dp i ∧ dt, η = dt.
Thus, the Reeb section of (Ω h , η) is the vector field R h on V * τ defined by
It is clear that the integral sections of R h t → (t, q i (t), p i (t))
are just the solutions of the classical non-autonomous Hamilton equations
Moreover, if S h is the Lagrangian submanifold of the symplectic Lie affgebroid π V * τ : ρ * J 1 τ (V * τ ) ∼ = J 1 π * 1 → V * τ given by S h = R h (V * τ ) then the local equations defining S h arė q i = ∂H ∂p i ,ṗ i = − ∂H ∂q i , that is, the Hamilton equations for h. Remark 9.1. As we know (see Section 3.1), (J 1 τ ) + ∼ = T * M is an affine bundle over V * τ of rank 1 modelled on the trivial vector bundle τ V * τ ×R : V * τ × R → V * τ and the affine bundle projection is the map µ : (J 1 τ ) + ∼ = T * M → V * τ . Furthermore, the Hamiltonian section h induces an affine function F h on T * M . In the particular case when the fibration τ is trivial, that is, M = R × Q and τ is the canonical projection on the first factor then T * M ∼ = T * (R × Q) ∼ = (R × R) × T * Q, V * τ ∼ = R × T * Q and under these identifications µ is the projection given by µ(t, p, α q ) = (t, α q ), for α q ∈ T * q Q and (t, p) ∈ R × R. Thus, h may be considered as the Hamiltonian function H on R × T * Q. In addition, the affine function F h ≡ F H on T * M ∼ = (R × R) × T * Q is given by
Note that F h ≡ F H is, up to the sign, the classical extension of H to a Hamiltonian function H + on the extended phase space T * (R × Q) (see [9] and the references therein). ♦ Using that every G-invariant vector field on Q is p-projectable and that the usual Lie bracket on vector fields is closed with respect to G-invariant vector fields, we can induce a Lie algebroid structure on T Q/G. This Lie algebroid is called the Atiyah algebroid associated with the principal G-bundle p : Q → M (see [10, 11] ). Now, we suppose that ν : M → R is a fibration of M on R. Denote by τ : Q → R the composition τ = ν • p. Then, Φ induces an action J 1 Φ :
for g ∈ G and γ : I ⊂ R → Q a local section of τ , with t ∈ I. Moreover, the projection τ 1,0 |G :
t γ] → p(τ 1,0 (j 1 t γ)) = p(γ(t)) defines an affine bundle on M which is modelled on the quotient vector bundle π|G : V τ /G → M, [u q ] → p(q), for u q ∈ V q τ, π : V τ → Q being the vertical bundle of the fibration τ : Q → R. Here, the action of G on V τ is the restriction to V τ of the tangent action T Φ of G on T Q. In addition, the bidual vector bundle of J 1 τ /G → M is π Q |G : T Q/G → M . On the other hand, if t is the usual coordinate on R, the 1-form τ * (dt) is G-invariant and defines a non-zero 1-cocycle φ : T Q/G → R on the Atiyah algebroid T Q/G. Note that φ −1 {1} ∼ = J 1 τ |G and therefore, one may consider the corresponding Lie affgebroid structure on J 1 τ /G (see [16] ). J 1 τ /G endowed with this structure is called the Atiyah affgebroid associated with the principal G-bundle p : Q → M and the fibration ν : M → R. Now, let K : T Q → g be a connection in the principal bundle p : Q → M . This connection will allow us to determine an isomorphism between the vector bundles T Q/G → M and T M ⊕ g → M , where g is the Lie algebra of G and g = (Q × g)/G is the adjoint bundle associated with the principal bundle p : Q → M. In fact, this isomorphism is defined as follows (see [10, 11] )
Using this identification, we can induce a Lie algebroid structure on T M ⊕ g in such a way that I K is a Lie algebroid isomorphism. In addition, the 1-cocycle φ induces a 1-cocycle φ ′ on T M ⊕ g given by φ ′ (v p(q) ⊕ [(q, ξ)]) = (π * dt)(p(q))(v p(q) ), for v p(q) ∈ T p(q) M and ξ ∈ g. It is clear that (φ ′ ) −1 {1} may be identified with the affine bundle (over M ) J 1 ν ⊕ g. Thus, the affine bundle J 1 ν ⊕ g → M is a Lie affgebroid and, from Proposition 2.2, I K induces an isomorphism between the Lie affgebroids J 1 τ /G and J 1 ν ⊕ g. Denote by B : T Q ⊕ T Q → g the curvature of K. Then, we will obtain a local basis of Γ(π Q |G) as follows. Let U × G be a local trivialization of p : Q → M , where U is an open subset of M and let e be the identity element of G. Assume that there are local fibred coordinates (t, x i ) in U and that {ξ a } is a basis of g. Denote by {ξ 
9.3.2.
Nonautonomous Hamilton-Poincaré equations. Let π * : V * τ → Q be the dual vector bundle to the vertical bundle π : V τ → Q. Then, the Lie group G acts on V * τ and one may consider the corresponding quotient vector bundle π * |G : V * τ /G → M = Q/G. It is easy to prove that this vector bundle is isomorphic to the dual vector bundle to π|G : V τ /G → M . Moreover, using that the action of G on V * τ is free, it follows that V * τ is a principal G-bundle over V * τ /G with bundle projection p V * τ : V * τ → V * τ /G. Thus, we have the corresponding Atiyah algebroid π V * τ |G : T (V * τ )/G → V * τ /G and, in addition, the exact 1-form (π ?
